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The Problem: 

How to Test SWIM Messages Before SWIM is Available? 

 
 Building a Business Case for SWIM Involves Demonstration of Use 

Cases and Potential Benefits 

 SWIM Demonstrations Must Be Operationally Realistic, While Also 
Being Cost-Effective 

 The Complexity of the Message Standards Presents Challenges to a 
Quick, Cost-Effective and Operationally Realistic Demonstration 
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AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator 

 Purpose: 
 To support the ad-hoc generation, testing, and simulation of AIXM 

and iWXXM messages 

 To support the creation of different types of AIXM and WXXM 
messages with no required knowledge of the underlying schema 

 To support the “injection” of an AIXM or WXXM message in a real-
time environment, dynamically generating time fields based on 
system clock if needed 
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AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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Supports various types of 
AIXM and WXXM messages, 
including SIGMET, METAR, 

TAF, and NOTAM. 



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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Can create different 
“templates” for each 

message type; for example 
there are SIGMET templates 
for convection, turbulence, 

and volcanic ash.  



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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The user enters the values 
for each data attribute to be 

included in the message, 
with no required knowledge 

of the schema. 



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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Time fields support 3 options: 
• User:  user sets a static date/time 
• Clock:  dynamically set based on system clock 
• Offset:  dynamically set to a user-specified 

number of minutes after the previous time field 



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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The associated geometry 
can either be typed into 
the entry field as a series 

of lon/lat values or… 



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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the associated geometry 
can be drawn on the map, 
automatically populating 
the geometry entry field. 



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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Once the data attributes for 
a message are entered, the 
message can be saved and 

easily loaded and issued at a 
later time. 



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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The AIXM- or WXXM-
formatted message is 

automatically generated by 
the DG.  The user can review 
the message by selecting the 

preview button… 



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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and then the message will be 
generated and displayed. 



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator Features 
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The “Publish” button will send 
the AIXM or WXXM message to 
any end point, specified in the 

system’s configuration 
parameters. 



AIXM/iWXXM Data Generator 

 Software: 
 Web-based client, requiring no client-side installation of software.  

Only a browser required. 

 Templates can be added with no required software modifications 
with some understanding of the schemas. 

 Messages are published via ActiveMQ to a topic specified in the 
system configuration. 
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